Smart Home Technologies - 4G Mobile Alert Pendant

Con sider in g an em er gen cy aler t syst em ?

Talk t o TADWA.
-

Automatic fall detection and
emergency activation

-

Yellow SOS button for emergency
alerts

The 4G Medi Alert Pendant is now available at TADWA.

-

This convenient device is suitable for family members
living with Dementia or who are at risk of falling.

Automatic hands-free speaker
phone

-

GPS locator

-

Geo Fence boundary features

-

Easy, cable-free charging cradle

-

No expensive monthly plans

When help is needed, a press of the SOS button on
this small and light device will send a text message to
your emergency contacts and also rings so they know
know you need help.

For more information or to arrange a purchase,
contact TADWA on 1300 663 243.
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Wh at is it ?
An unmonitored pendant alarm is a device that uses the mobile network to send out SMS help
messages and make phone calls to your emergency contacts.
Sit u at ion s w h er e a pen dan t alar m cou ld be u sef u l:
-

The pendant wearer is under duress
The pendant wearer has a fall and can?t get to a phone
The pendant wearer is disorientated, lost or at risk

Feat u r es:
-

Clear easy to read LCD screen
Large easy to use buttons
When the SOS button is pressed the pendant sends an emergency
message to up to 8 emergency contacts
Emergency contacts receive Google Maps link showing the location of the pendant via SMS
Pendant can receive incoming phone calls from any mobile or landline.
Pendant can be located at any time by emergency contacts via SMS
Easy to setup using SMS text message commands
Splash resistant*
Falls detection feature
Can be configured to alarm when pendant enters or leaves pre-set area
Includes pendant, USB cable, lanyard, docking station and manual
Requires pre-paid SIM card (included in TADWA package) - no lock-in contract
Uses Telstra wholesale network
No ongoing costs (other than SMS costs)

Advan t ages of Un m on it or ed Pen dan t Alar m s:
-

No ongoing monitoring fees
Product is purchased and owned outright
Calls go to family, neighbours and/or friends who are often close by
A pendant wearer may feel more comfortable activating the alarm when they know
it will call someone they know (there is often reluctance when the call will go to 000).
The pendant can be easily programmed to any phone number and changed if required
e.g. if a family member goes on holiday

Fall Det ect ion
The device has a fall sensor. If it detects a fall the pendant automatically activates the SOS texts
and call list.

* The IP rating on the FD model means that the unit is not submersible. It is not recommended to
be worn in the shower. We recommend hanging the unit from a hook low enough to reach if a fall
occurs while showering or wear the unit with a zip lock bag.
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